Dreamline Yachts: The fourth Dreamline 26 took the sea

FANO, Italy: Dreamline Yachts Shipyard has launched the latest unit of Dreamline 26, just
two months after a recent launch of Dreamline 26 number 3.
The new Dreamline 26 is the fifth yacht built by Italian Shipyard in less than two years
since the World Premiere of Dreamline Yachts at Cannes Boat Show 2014. It is the fourth
unit in a successful range of yachts, which emphasizes all the innovations developed and
introduced by the shipyard. Safety, comfort, unique performance and seaworthiness are
due to the double nature of Dreamline 26, combining features of a navetta and a fast
motor yacht in the same time. Extremely spacious interiors and life on board solutions are
also a part of this successful model.
The latest Dreamline 26 “AKIRA” is equipped with two MAN engines of 1,900 HP each and
with a pack of lithium batteries, that allows to satisfy all the electrical requirements on
board, including air conditioning, without the need to start the generators for 8 hours. The
whole electrical system is electronically regulated, being able to adapt for both 220 V or
380 V dock power.
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Among the stylistic and functional innovations introduced on the Dreamline 26 “AKIRA”,
the most impressive are: the folding terrace with a transparent sliding door on the
starboard side, a totally new designed custom furniture, the presence of a "wine cooler"
with two temperature zones in the main salon, the crew area completely rebuild with two
cabins, four beds, two bathrooms and dinette / relaxation area.
Another elegant element introduced on the Dreamline 26 “AKIRA” is a transparent round
Jacuzzi on the flybridge, surrounded by a large sunbathing area. The private to the owner
outdoor area on the bow of the yacht benefits of a new bimini top solution, making this
zone even more cozy during the hot summer days.
The yacht was built in accordance with the regulations of RINA Green Class and RINA
Comfort Class.
Paolo Bencivenni, CEO of Dreamline Yachts, says: "Even this launch demonstrates the
ability of Dreamline Yachts to make continual progress, by introducing innovative elements
to each consecutive unit. We are very proud of the work done so far. The results achieved
led us to make new investments in order to optimize and improve our production
standards. The Dreamline 26 yacht model brought to us a great satisfaction, and this
launch is another proof of it."
About Dreamline Yachts
Dreamline Yachts is an Italian Shipyard that manufactures a fully customized family of yachts in
aluminium or fibreglass. The model range consists so far of a well-known Dreamline 26, Dreamline 30,
Dreamline 34, Dreamline 40, Dreamline 46 and a Dreamline 49. The company owns a modern
shipbuilding naval plant in the province of Ancona, Italy.
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